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Federico Mana : 

"FORCE 1" IS FIRST FINS IN THE WORLD NANOTECHNOLOGICAL 

The FORCE project stems from the desire to incorporate cutting-edge technologies into the 
production of innovative and increasingly performing fins. 
CarbonioGFT, a leading company in the production of fins, has defined an exclusive 
collaboration agreement with the Nano-Tech spa Italian company specialized in the 
research and development of Nano technology for composite materials. 
The FORCE fins are therefore the first carbon fins in the world realized with the help of 
nano technology offering a whole series of advantages to those who will have the good 
fortune to be able to use this hi-tech jewel. 
For the first evaluations and tests of the FORCE fin prototypes, CarbonioGFT relied on its 
official tester, the FEDERICO MANA champion. 
Mindful of the ONDA project that saw Federico and the CarbonioGFT designers engaged 
for over a year and a half and over 20 prototypes before arriving at the final version of the 
Onda, the first fear was that he had to face long prototyping and testing times again. The 
joy of Team CarbonioGFT was top when Federico Mana confirmed the goodness of the 
work done and the excellence of the FORCE fins at the first evaluation of the fins. 
Federico comments the FORCE in this way: 
Finally here is a really thin carbon fin with unique bending characteristics. As you know, I 
am mainly a fan of fiberglass fins, I think fiberglass is a material with very interesting 
mechanical characteristics and if combined with careful design it allows to obtain results of 
the highest level. Although I have never suffered the charm of Carbon I must admit that 
the FORCE literally displaced me and conquered, here are the strengths of this innovative 
fin. 

Thickness: the FORCE fin is the finest carbon fin that has seen, the application of the 
Nano Technology has in fact allowed to optimize the resistance to flexion even in critical 
points of the blade. The classic Carbon blades are usually thin in the distal part of the foot, 
but, to avoid accidental breakage, they have not very slender thicknesses in 
correspondence with the bending point, that is, a connection point between the blade 
portion intended for mounting on the shoe and the one designed to push the real water. 
The latest generation of geomers will exacerbate this point, even at 32 ° angles, as in the 
case of the ONDA fins, making this point even more stressed and delicate. 

This problem has been completely eliminated thanks to the Nano Technology, which gives 
the FORCE unique bending characteristics of its kind has allowed CarbonioGFT to create 
very thin and performing blades, maintaining virtually no chance of breakage. 
Lightness: the FORCE blade boasts a unique lightness deriving from the fact that being 
able to work on lower thicknesses than the other carbon fins on the market, it is possible to 
reduce the weight of the blade itself. The consequence? Maximum yield with less effort on 
the part of the freediver. 

Corrugated Profile: the other novelty of FORCE, immediately visible, is not a flat blade 
but has a wavy surface. This geometry gives an incredible response of the blade and in 
parallel these profiles represent delicate channels, therefore the water tends to keep the 
flows on the blade itself by combining the lateral dispersions and optimizing the thrust. 



Adaptation in Torsion: this is the FORCE variable that most amazed me and that I 
never had in any of the other carbon fins tested in life. The shovel force has a twisted 
behavior that can adapt to the freediver kicking. Nanotechnology makes this blade very 
ductile, which when moved in water always tends to stand perpendicular to the thrust 
vector, or the fin tends to always be in the best thrust position with respect to the water 
even if the freediver has a kick with characteristics techniques that are not always perfect. 
The fin is therefore able to absorb postural and technical errors by adapting with 
microtorsions and always pushing with great efficiency. 

I really think that FORCE is the unique blade, a blade that finally creates a new way of 
interpreting the use of carbon in the creation of fins, a cutting-edge project that I believe 
will be a source of success for CarbonioGFT confirming a company that is not only a leader 
world level. 
I am convinced that CarbonioGFT has a unique strength in its field, that is the ability and 
the will to be always open to new things and with the sensitivity of listening to the feedback 
offered by the testers around the world. The strength of CarbonioGFT is that it listens to its 
users, and generates products on the real needs of freedivers, creates products starting 
from needs and when the needs of those who go into the water and those who produce fins 
meet can not but be born excellence . 
Good sea to all, and enjoy the new FORCE 

Federico Mana 

Three rigidity 

FORCE 1 in 60 KG 
FORCE 2 61-79 KG 
FORCE 3 above 80 kg 

Dimension 
850x200 mm 

Naked fin weight 

less than 200 gr 

 


